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INVARIANCE PROPERTIES OF THE LAPLACE OPERATOR 
Jurgen Eichhorn 
1. Introduction 
This paper arose from some work in gauge theory on noncompact ma-
nifolds. Let (M ,g1 be open complete, G a compact Lie group with 
Lie algebra Ot » P(M,G) a G-principal fibre bundle, Olp =P ̂ O L , 
t?p the set of G-connections and /€rp the gauge group. Assuming 
that there are already well defined Sobolev completions ^(p» ^p 
(which is a rather delicate problem but solved by ourselves), there 
arises the question about the structure of the configuration space 
^T>/5TD* • One would like to obtain closed orbits as submanifolds 4 ' P 9 P — — 
of €p and a stratification of Cp/*lp as in_C33 . Consider the 
question of closed orbits as submanifolds of tp. To do this, one 
has tq_considerJiow for ^ £ ^ p ^he differential of the map 
(J)u;:^|p+1 > ̂  p, f—> f*U) , acts. A necessary condition for 
the submanifold property of the orbits is the closedness of 
im Te <^)w . There holds Te ( J ) ^ ^ -= - V ^ ^ , ̂ Gii°( Of p) („o-
forms with values in ^ p ) * But o n closed manifolds im V is 
closed since ̂ ^ has an infective symbol. On open manifolds this 
is far from being true. Nevertheless^, also on open manifolds it 
can occur that i m V w is closed. C p splits into in general un-
countable many components, each of them being an affine space. 
To establish a reasonable theory, one would ask if im V w is 
closed for all U P of a component comp(OJ) in Cp. This leads to 
questions of spectral invariance for the Laplace operator A 
with respect to the connection, as we point out below. In fact, we 
prove that the closedness of i m V ^ is a property of the whole 
component of V>J in *€p. But we show more, namely the invariance 
of the essential spectrum which implies the result for im V w . 
This paper is in final form and no * version of it will be submitted 
for publication elsewhere. 
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This is the main result of the paper. 
In §2 we recall some simple facts from Hilbert space theory. In 
§3 we clarify the topology in the connection space. Finally, §4 
is devoted to the main results 4.9 - 4.12, which are of selfcon-
sistent interest for the spectral theory of open manifolds. 
2. Hilbert space preliminaries 
Let X be a Hilbert spaces A:D. >X a self-adjoint nonnegative 
unbounded operator. Then the spectrum 6(A^ splits into the pure-
ly discrete point spectrum ^r>d^A) a n d **ie essen"kial spectrum 
Ae(A), 
6 ( A ) - 6pd(A) « 4e(A), 4 p d U ) " 6e(k) - 0. 
The essential spectrum is characterized by the existence of Weyl 
sequences, i.e. 
<Je(A) = ̂ A6 <£(A)1 There exists a Weyl sequence f or A j . 
A V/eyl sequence for A is a bounded non-precompact sequence 
(x.). in D^ such that 
lim Ax. - A x. = 0. 
Without loss of generality one can assume that a Weyl sequence 
consists of orthonormal elements . 
The Hilbert space X decomposes as an orthogonal direct sum 
X = im A © ker A. 
We would like to give a spectral theoretic description for the 
closedness of im A. For this we need another non-disjoint decom-
position of the spectrum. Set 
6 f(A) » ̂ A6d(A)l A is an eigenvalue of finite multipli-
city7} . 
Then d (A) -= <->pf(A)
 u ^ e
( A ) and <Jpf(A) A d e(A) *= set of 
all eigenvalues of finite multiplicity that are embedded into the 
essential spectrum. We reall a simple fact from C5l , p. 223. 
Proposition 2.1. Let A be self-adjoint, A85. Then the following 
cases are possible, 
a. im (A - A E ) -= X. Then A belongs to the resolvent set. 
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b. im (A -AE) is a proper subspaces of im (A -AE), im (A -AE) = 
=X. Then A£4 e(A), A$d p f(A). 
c. im (A -AE) = im (A -XE), im (A -AE) is a proper subspace of 
finite codimension. Then AG<J f(A), A $ dp(A). 
d. im (A -AE) is a proper subspace of im (A -AE) and im (A -AE) 
is a proper subspace of X of finite codimension. Then 
A€^ r^(A) " d » U ) . 
e. codim im(A - A E) =- <*> . Then A6(Je(A), A^ci f(A). 
Corollary 2.2. im A is closed if and only if 0 4 ie^
A| (kerA^ ̂ # 
Proof. We denote A|(icerA
,)J' b y A'# S i n c e i m •*• = im Af 
the proof reduces to A1 and to the Hilbert space Xf « im A. 
We apply 2.1 to Xf, Af, A=0. If im A' is closed then we have to 
apply 2.1.a. and 0 belongs to the resolvent set, in particular 
0$(J. (A1). If O ^ i (A1), then only the cases 2.1.a. and c. are 
possible, in fact only the case a., i.e. in particular im A1 is 
closed, o 
Corollary 2.3. If inf <S0(A) >0, then im A is closed.a 
3. The topology of the connection space 
We assume that Ot is endowed with a G-invauiant positive definite 
scalar product ( , ). This is in particular in canonical manner 
possible if G is semisimple. ( , ) on CM, induces a fibrewise 
scalar product ( , ) in Ofp and a global scalar product 
<s,t>= f (s,t)xdvolx, s,t6Cj°((Jp) 2 / l ° ( ^ p ) . 
More general, let -Tl0(T^®CKp) resp. A
q(CKp) be the space of 
smooth tensor fields resp. q-forms with values in OH p. Then the 
pointwise norm lc* 6> slx » 1°<IX' 1
 s l x
 f o r * 6A°(TJ) resp. 
^6jl q is well-defined, can be extended to ¥ £ /l°(Tq •^p) resp. 
J €Jlq(CKp) and defines a global scalar product 
Yf^f with compact support. If Oj£t!p then CJ induces a unique 
metric connection VU,:iI°(CHp) »J1 (0tp), which extends by ten-
soring with the Levi-Civita connection 8 V of M to connections in 
all tensor bundles Tq®0£p and in A
qT*M ® ^ p * 
Let S m S(co) be a finite set of polynomials in V ^ , (V1^) 
with constant coefficients. Then we set 
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for l*p<oo 
pA§(CJp,co)= ^ € . a
q ( C ^ p ) |
 plljl.<*> , pl|D^iU^for all D6S^r 
and p /L q , S (Oj p , u> ) = completion of
 p i l q ( 0 t p , c o ) with respect to 
pl.flL := pH*ll + H p | lD^« . 
5 DfeS 
Here as usual P | ? \\ = ( j l ? | p d v o l x )
1 / p . 
Cases of particular interest are 
Pjiq.k.l(^p,CO) = P j i q A V
0 , . . . , V k , V * (7»)1J( c . p , W ) , 
PJlq'k(0\p,W) £
P J I q ' k ' 0 ( ^ p , l O ) . 
In the same manner one defines p.fL * (Tq® Oi p, w ) , 
For "f 6 A q ( q j p ) we se t 
b m g := sup ( i m , W | D * l x l D 6 s ) , 
b.aq(c^p,cu) =L?6A
q(ojp) l
 brfi s < - \ 
and 
b .TLq 'S(Olp ,u;) = completion of_^A3(<^ p , CO) with respect to 
b | l s . Analogously one defines
 b J l 0 ' (Tj® Oi p , cu ) . 
F inal ly we se t 
b ' P U^ j S (w ) = l O J ' e t p | CJ
,-w€bAj«^p ,W)APnJ(Ojp ,w) and 
p»bBoJ'-OJlg(u).«
 blco«-Cols +
 P||CO'-OJ||S < O . 




Proposition 3.1. The P , DU, k m ( w ) , t > 0, CJfc t pf form a bas 
of neighbourhood filters for a locally metrizable topology on ^j 
Proof. For m=0 the (rather delicate) proof is that of propositon 
7.3 of C 11 . Poim>0 it follows using equation (5.3) of C ll .0 
Taking completions, we obtain spaces ^ "Cp
,m. By comp(CJ) we de-
note the component of _Cj£lt!p in
 p»bfLk,m . 
Proposition 3.2. P»b^k,m ±Q a l o c a l l y affine space, where 
comp(co) is affine with p , bJL 1 , k , m(^ p, U/) as vector space. 
For the proof we refer to that of 7.5 of LIT .a 
If m=0, we write simply p , b t p and
 p,bU ̂  fc. 
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4. The invariance of the essential spectrum 
Consider oo^lfp, u>f £ comp(w )c p' "6p. Then CJ1 = u; + ^ and 
-ŷ is only fc C , i.e. V w^ has non-smooth coefficients. But 
since the coefficients are 6 Gk the iteration ( V w % J1 , 0̂ i-̂ k4-l, 
is still well-defined and the same holds for the Sobolev spaces 
pAq,s(Ojp,u>), Ô s-flc+1. We wish to compare
 pHq,S(CK p, w ) and 
pJ\5,s(0^p, ojf). For this we recall some simple equations between 
V™ and V00' . According to §4 of C 11 
(V*1- V U ) Y -tW-ui.fl , (4.1) 
V[f, ^1 = LV*,^} + L^,Vf 1 , (4-2) 
"IT 
where [W'-uvfts) = ( W'-r ̂ )(^ (s)) - Y((W-W)(s)) and 
"IT 
denotes the validity of the equation up to a permutation in the 
tensor products. 
Then (4.1),(4.2), |s®t| == \i;!• Js I imply for the pointwise norm 
ItW-V")?! ̂Itcj'- wj]^ c.|w/-wH*l , (4.3) 
* c civs \-\r\ + \\\ -iv si ). (4.4) 
By means of (4.1) - (4.4) we proved in [ 1"] 
Proposition 4.1. Assume CO^Cp, Gdf 6 comp(u)) c p' Cp« Then 
pJLq'S(ftp,w) =- pJlq'S(CJp,CJx) (4.5) 
as equivalent Banach spaces, 0**s-£k+l. a 
We now specialize to p=2. 
On compact manifolds and for a differential operator A of order 
r with smooth coefficients and infective syiribol there holds 
2-fls - i m Al s + r « ker A (Als+r - *\2jl8+T > (4.6) 
as orthogonal direct sum of closed subspaces. 
On open manifolds one has to replace the image by its closure in 
the corresponding space. If one is working with non-smooth coef-
ficients there arise additional troubles. But in our case 
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A = V ^ + ^ , CO smooth and ^ £ 2 , b A 1 , k ( C H p , u>) t h i s t roub le s 
can be overcome (cf . £14,1 and Q^l , p . 34 -36 ) , and we conclude to 
P ropos i t i on 4 . 2 , For U ) £ i e r . U)
f 6 comp(ou ) £ 2 , b t k 
2 J l l f f l ( < J p f U i ) =
 2 J L 1 ' s ( c j p , c j ' ) = im V ^ | s + 1 e k e r ( t f ^ )* -
= i m ( V w + ^ ) | s + 1 e ker ( V
w + \ ) * f s^k. n 
At this stage we do not need the assumption k>n/2, since by our 
assumption ^ €. * A. ' (Oj p, u;) ^ is automatically £ C and 
bounded. 
To relate the closedness of imV w with spectral theory, we must 
still introduce the Sobolev spaces associated to the powers of 
A W and relate them to the spaces Jl5* (Ot-p*^)* We define 
2^m^P'"> = 2 ^ 0 Amv
(<5p'W) = {A • • • •» A j 
-WeA^ccjp)! 2imi2rn , -2^i H&i*s\<~') 
:Jl,q,2m(<gp,W) = completion _of
 2-T2m( <>(p,CJ ) with respect 
to 2g H^m. In particular, D^x, -
 2Jl,q'2(0i p,u/), the closure of 
A w . 
We consider the following two conditions (Bk(M)) for the metric g 
and (-VC^p)) f o r the connection W . 
(B. (M)). The curvature of M is bounded up to order k, i.e. there 
and 
2 
exist constants C. such that 
vir,M | ( g V ) l R j j Q^ 04>±4l£. 
(B,(ofp)). The curvature of 0^p is bounded up to order k, i.e. 
there exist constants D., such that 
| ( V u , }i RW| & ^ ^ Q ^ k > 
where R resp. R denotes the curvature (Mn,g) resp. of (9[p»/Vw). 
From [21 we use 
Proposition 4.3. if (Mn,g) and (0(p,w) satisfy the conditions 
(B2m(M)) and (B2m(0*p)) then 
2 . A q ' 2 m + 2 ( O j p , C 0 ) - 2Jl^' 2 m + 2((Jp,U). 
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Denote by "£p b r C 'Cp the subset of all connections satisfy-
ing (Br(CMp;) and
 P , b^*p ) b > r <-
 P' btp the corresponding comple-
tion. 
Proposition 4.4. If (Mn,g_) satisfies (B (M)J, (JO £ t p b p and 
r-?k, then comp(u>) C p » b ^ | belongs to P' btp b , i.e.'with 
u> GXp b r belongs^its whole component in
 p' tp to p' £p . . 
In particular, p' btp b r is open in
 p» b£|. 
Proof. According to 3.2 there remains to show that W ^ L . 
and \6p,b/L1'k(°lp,t*') implies 
K V ^ ^ R ^ I £ C., 0-^r. (4.7) 
This follows immediately from 
R w + n = P .
w
+ d - ^ + jLi,n3. 
iterated covariant differentiation, the assumption 
^GbA1,k(oip,u;) and (B^-^M)). We remark that V w u bounded 
implies d ^ bounded. The assumption (B (M)) is needed since in 
( V w + ^ J1 appear the (i-l)-th pe .tial derivatives of the Christof-
fel symbols which are bounded since we have (B (M)), which ' . im-
plies in normal coordinates the boundedness of all partial deriva-
tives of the r\z of order £ r-1.o 
Corollary 4.5. If M satisfies (B2m(M)), Co £ ^p b ^m
 a n d 
<^f€:comp(co) then there holds for ŝ m 
2A°'2s(c^p,cj') =- im^
w'| 2 ( s + 1 ) © kerA
W' . (4.8) 
O "™" f\ O n 
Proof. This equation holds for the spaces Jl * (Oi p,uO. For 
^JL0,2s(otp,CA).t) it follows from 4.3,4.4. n 
Lemma 4.6. Under the assumption 4.5 im (V t o) ̂ s+i is c^-osed ^f 
and only i f imA^ ^ ( s + l ) i s c l o ^ e d » 
Proof, Clearly, l m A * 1 ! ^ ^ ) S k ( V w ) l2 s + 1* Moreover, 
im ( V ^ * ) % s + i
 i s orthogonal to k e r V w > | 2 s + 1 with respect to 
the^ L 2 -scalar product, and ker A
0 ^ « ker V w * • Since by 4 .5 
2 A ° ' 2 " ( ( S p , u , ' ) - i m ^ l 2 ( s + 1 ) ( P k e p A ^ k e r A ^ - k e r ( A ^ )* 
and i m t V 0 0 ) l 2 s + i orthogonal to ker ( A ^ ) , we obtain 
-» ( V ^ > V l S ta A " ' 2(«1). 
Thus we obtain 
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lm ^ l 2 ( s + 1 ) -i im( V ^ )%g+1 fi i m ^ I 2 ( s + 1 ) . (4 .9 ) 
Prom these inclusions we conclude that the closedness of 
im A ^2(s+l) i mPl i e s *he closedness of im(V w ) Ug.T. There 
remains to prove the inverse implication. Assume im (V1^ ;lo01i 
being closed and imA I jjfe+iy no"t# According to (4.9), then there 
exists a "J 6 i m ( V w ^ *2s+l s u c h t h a t ^ ̂  im A1*0 1 2(s+l)*
 T h e n 
f = ( V ^ )*V[. We can assume V̂ fc i m ^ ^ i i ) ' Namely, if 
yt-yt1+yt2. „ ^ ^ * -
v w , » 2 ( . + i ) > 4 - y 2 ( ^ ^ 2 ( s + i ) ^ . 
then 0 - <*ST2, V
+ X > ^ for all X € 2A 0 , 2 ( s + 1 )(Oj P, W ), i.e. 
(yu,TV = o. But im(V
w V fl2s+1 closed is equivalent to 
i m V w Ufa+i^ closed.(cf. C6l , p. 205). Therefore ^ = V1"* Y. , 
Z€-A0.2(«+l)(ftpf(0.)t which implies ^ f = ( V ^ M 
- ( V W ) * V W ^ = A W X. t i.e. a contradiction. im--
W,|2(s+1) | 
has to be closed.a • 
Proposition 4.7. Under the assumptions of 4.5 the following asser-f 
tions a. and b. are equivalent. 
a. i m A w l2 is closed. 
b. im A W ' U is closed, i=2,4,... ,2(s+l). 
Proof. Clearly, b. implies a.. Assume im A l2 being closed and 
Y 6im_Aw I 2-, j=*s+l. Then there exists a sequence 
^vG2/lO'2^(ojp,co'), \yy fc(ker,A
w' f W h that A Aft, —» f in 
2j\.0»2(J-l)(ojp>wi). S i n c e i m A
w'l2j ^ imA
w > | 2 - imA
w' l2 and 
A*** is one to one outside ker A*"1 there exists a unique 
'Y£2jl0,2(9lp, Co') such that A w* ̂  = T . Tt follows 
A^V—^A\ in^ 0' 2^"^, A Y €
2 L l 0 , 2 ^ - 1 > ( 0 ! p , W ' 
i.e. f GimA 1 21 •
 a 
Corollary 4.8. Under the hypothesises 4.5 the following assertions 
are equivalent. 
a. im A ^ I 2 s
 i m A 1 0 Is closed. 
b. i m A ^ ^ is closed, i=2,4,... ,2(s+l). 
c. im ( V W % J*L is closed, i=l,3,... ,2s+l. 
d. imV^I^-Is closed, i=l,3̂ ,... ,2s+l. 
e. im Te(J>u>'
 i s closed in 2J11,:L( C^p, Ga
1 ), i=l,3,...,2s+l.D 
According to 2.2 im A w* Is closed if and only if 
0<U<,<AU"|(keI.A«'V>-
Now we put the main question of our paper. Suppose (B2m(--))» 
< » £ £ p b 2 m and im V
W C 2 . /T 1 , 2 m + 1 (0 i p,Cx; )_being c losed . Does 
the same'hold for a l l (jS Gcomp(cu ) 2 , b , C p b 2 m , 2m=k? 
Equivalent question. Suppose (Mn,g) and <*/ as above and 
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0 4 ^efA^lCker A1^ ) X ; * I ) o e s t h e s a m e h o l d f o r a 1 1 CJ ' fe comp(u?)? 
The a f f i rmat ive answer follows from the .following more general 
r e s u l t . 
Theorem 4 . 9 . Assume (BQ(M)), (A) £ t . p b Q and CJ' G comp(CJ ) c 
c 2 , b < t p b 0 . Then_ 4 e ( A
w > = <j e? A'*'*), where the c losure of 
A i s taken i n 2 / L ° ( O i p ) . 
Proof. We wr i t e A 1 " = A , Aw* » A* . Co' € comp(oa) implies 
A. = V * V = [w'-w, ] * - L w ' - w l + r w - g J o V + 
IT 
(4 .10) 
+ V l L C J ' - t o , 3 + V * 7 = V * V +>C 
i . e . for f £ 2 A ° ^( O j p , u>) 
A ' y - V ^ V ' * - Cw'-w,Lw.w, f T l + ccj'-w, V M + 
II ' c w • , c 
(4 .11) 
+ V * (Leo ' - C J , f ] ) + A T , 
where L ^ ' - W , ^ means [U'.w.f] as usual followed by con-
c 
traction with the 1-form CJ'-uJ .On complete manifolds there 
holds Af^t(0ip,0j) ̂  -niL/OlpjW). There are constants C^, C2 
such that for the pointwise norm 
CGjf-cj,Ccjf- CJ, *31c *- CJ-ICJ
 f-u>|2. 1T1 , (4.12) 
lLoof-co, V f l c l £ C£-| CJ
f -whVf l . (4.13) 
The estimation of V*LCJf-0J , "̂3 amounts to the estimation of 
the gkl, V(CJ f-OJ), OJ f- U> , V j . Since we assumed 
(BQ(M)) the g in normal coordinates are bounded and there exists 
a constant Cf such that 
IV*LOJ'-GJ, ̂ Ol * c^ (IV (CJI- u; )Mfl + ICJ t^W|l7f|) (4.14) 
where we used a version of (5.3) of [ 1] ). Furthermore, there 
exists a constant C! such that 
ICA)1- col , \ V(cjf-u/)| & CJ. (4.15) 
(4.12) - (4.14) are used now to estimate "K f • 
Let be \ £ £ J A w ) » We have to show X & I ( A *** ) and proceed 
e © 
as follows. If (u.). is a Weyl sequence for \ , then we construct 
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starting from (Uj). a Weyl sequence ( fv ) v such that 
H A^'fy- Xfv, II > 0. 
There exists a compact submanifold K? such that 
^ ' • ^ H s V B ( ^ . W ) l M x K i < 1/4
1, 
where l| \f U „ s K = ( MJ KJY-
 2dvol)1/2. Let (ui)jL be an orthonor-
mal Weyl sequence for X£ 6 ( A W ), 
I A \ - Xu.ll > o, 
1 x i—»*> 
K j C U J c U p XJ1 compact , (J) = <t> jfeC^dJ^^) such t h a t <$> =1 on 
UJ .. Then ( 4 * ^ ) € 2-0.0,2(<>l p \ u f , w ) and by the R e l l i c h lemma 
( < $ u . ) . conta ins a convergent subsequence i n J l * (<*! PITJI » w ) 
which we again denote by (Cpu. ).. Now we consider v. = u 2 i + i " u 2 i * 
Then ( ( l - $ ' v . ) . i s a Weyl sequence: ( ( l - $ ) v . L i s bounded, non-
precompact and 
A ( l - (J>)v.- \ ( 1 - < { > ) V . .* A v . - A v . - A ( ( ^ v. )-X((l> v. ) » 0 
1 1 1 1 1 l i_^oo 
s ince A v , - X v . — » O by assumption and A( <J) v. ) -X ( $ v. ) > 0 
by cons t ruc t ion of the subsequence ( (& ( (J) Uĝ  -, L , A ( ^ u 2 i ^ i 
have the same l i m i t , ( $ u 2 i + i ) i > ( $
u 2 i K ^ a v e ^ e s a m e l i m i t ) . 
A v . - X V i —> 0 implies HV ViB—»K2 V s ince by completeness of 
(Mn ,g) <Av± ,Vi> -X<v . ,V i> = llVViU
2 - A ilVill2 - B7Vil|2 - 2 \ - > 0. 
Moreover, we get from lv±l=TP, K<t>vjl IJVC (-P v ± ) ( > 0, t h a t for 
all sufficiently high indices 
B « K ) I _- ^ (4- l6) 
if \> 0 and the left hand side of (4.16) £ 1/10 if A =0. 
We start with the first index such that for all higher indices 
(4.16) is valid and denote (uj1*)*- ((1- $ J T ^ K I - <^)V± ll)i, in 
particular llu^H- 1 and H V u ^ U ^TfT+l/lO) resp. £1/10. 
Then we obtain from (4.12) - (4.16) using Schwarz inequality 
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( / ICco'-W,CcJ'-CA),u(^1)ncl
2dvol)1/2 * 
áC, ( í (-Iwt.u) |2dvol)1/2 ± C . / 4 1 . 
J- 1/T Tr J-
(4.17) 
M-K^ 
( í l C W - L j , v 4 1 ) l c l
2 d v o l ) 1 / 2 é C 2 ( / IU»- Wpdvol)
1/2 • 
M x K l ( 4 . 18 ) 
• ( í l V u ( 1 ) l 2 d v o l ) 1 / 2 £ CA. - - . .^ t -r+ l / lO) resp. * f2 • 1 . 
M % !.-_ x ^ 4 " ^ 4 1 0 
((iv-*rw-w,u
(1)n 2dvoD1/2 é ÍX (i nwrr+ 1/10 , 
1 4 1 (4 .19) 
r e S p . ú - 2 . 11 
(4 .17) - (4 .19) imply 
WAxu^x) - X u ( 1 ) H * l lAu[ 1 ) -Xu^1}l | + B ^ 4 1 ) l l (4.20) 
with 
and 
H A u ( 1 ) - X u ( 1 ) II .-—--> 0 (4.21) 
1 1 \ —->o0 
IVXu^ll *%. (4.22) 
There e x i s t s a compact submanifold K2 3 K-. such t h a t 
" U , , - W | 1 MN K • U V ( W ' " w ) B M\K < 1 / 4 2 ' L e t K 2 C U 2 cU2> 
U2 compact and $ == $ 2 such t h a t (j) £-.
coOC(U2), ^ = ! o n UJ • 
Now proceed with <t> » (J) 2 , K2, (u^
1 ) ± as with (fr-pK-p ( u ^ , 
g e t t i n g by t h i s procedure a sequence (u\ ' ) . , 
H ( O) 





ll > 0 (4.23) 
1
 i — * *ö 
lXu[2)U^-. (4.24) 
and *
Iterating this procedure, we obtain for each j a sequence 
(ui 'i» "ui * ** •'", n o n -PrecomPac't and satisfying 
|Au$*> - Au.(^|| > 0 (4.25) 
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and llXuj^lJ < £-. . (4.26) 
Set £ . = -r. Then there exists an i , such that 
HAu^ -A 4 ^ || < J 
for all iM.. Finally we set J, = vS±^} Then || t d| = 1» U $h 
is non-precompact (since (uj)j is non-precompact) and 
i.e. A £ 4 ( A ), i j A ^ ) 6 4 - ( A W )• Exchanging oT> and e e " 
repeating verbatim gives i e ( A ) ' 6e( A )• n 
Corollary 4.10. Assume(BQ(M)), vol(M) -= °° , c.ofc'Cp b 0 and 
w f ecomp(w)6 2' bt| b Q. Then 
-*.<-"1(l»r «**>->- -.^lltorД^)-)-' 
In particular, im A
w
 is closed if and only if im A is closed. 
Proof. vol(M) == oo implies kerA W = kerAW* * i 0}( A = V * V 
implies that Lp-harmonic sections of -^(^p)
 a r e
 parallel, i.e. 
= 0, since vol(M) = c* ). O 
Remark. If we replace the assumption vol(M) =- oo by ri
n
-j(M)> 0, 




.(M)> 0 imply 
vol(M) = °° . 
Corollary 4.11. Assume (M
n
,g) being open, complete, satisfying 
(B
9m
(M)), vol(M) = ~ , 0J€2»b,C and CJ,6comp(w)C 
^2,b^??b,2m- If i « ( V " . 2 J i ^ ^ 
is closed, O^s^m, then the same holds for CJ '. a 
Corollary 4 . 1 2 . Assume (Mn,g),CA>, <*>• as in 4.11. If im T (t)^ 
is closed in J\if""KL(0|p> CJ ) then the same holds for Te (J)^ .D 
This has good and far reaching consequences for the study of the 
configuration space in gauge theory on open manifolds. 
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